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Reconfigurable systems employ highly-routable local routing 
architecture to interconnect generic fine-grain logic blocks. 
Commercial FPGAs employ 50% sparse crossbars rather than 
fully-connected crossbars in their local routing architecture to 
trade off between the area and routability of the Logic Blocks 
(LBs). While the input crossbar provides good routability and 
logic equivalence for the inputs of the LB, the outputs of the LBs 
are typically assigned to a physical location. This lack of 
flexibility brings strong constraints to the global net router. Here, 
we propose a novel local routing architecture that guarantees full 
logic equivalence on all input and output pins of the LBs. First, we 
introduce full-capacity crossbars to interconnect the outputs of the 
fine-grain Logic Elements (LEs) to the output pins of the LBs. 
Second, in the local routing, we use a combination of fully-
connected and full-capacity crossbars. The full-capacity crossbars 
are used for the feedback connections in place of the standard 
fully-connected crossbars to ensure a full routability while 
reducing the area footprint. Fully-connected crossbars are still 
employed for the input connections to maintain the logic 
equivalence of the inputs. As a result, the novel local routing 
architecture enhances the routability of the LB clusters without 
any area overhead. By granting the outputs with logic 
equivalence, the proposed local routing architecture unlocks the 
full optimization potential of FPGA routers. Architectural 
simulations show that without any modification on Verilog-to-
Routing (VTR) tool suites, when a commercial FPGA architecture 
is considered and over a wide set of benchmarks, the novel local 
routing architecture can reduce 10% channel width and 11% 
routing area with 10% less area×delay×power on average. 
Therefore, the novel local routing architecture enhances the 
routability of FPGA, and brings opportunities in realizing larger 
implementations on a single FPGA chip. 
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